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Low carbon innovations are essential for 
avoiding dangerous climate change

Peters et al. 2012. Nature Climate Change
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New Scientist. Gamechangers: Energy. November 2016.
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• historical energy transitions have been driven by novel attributes
of better energy services … and then cheaper & more efficient

Historically, end users (us) have driven change 
in the energy system

Fouquet, R. (2016). Lessons from energy history for climate policy: Technological change, demand and 
economic development. Energy Research & Social Science. 22: 79-93

• novel attributes
include:
- versatility
- reliability
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• historical energy transitions were driven by innovations
in energy service provision appealing to end users

• required low carbon transition lacks any concerted pull
from end users (and offers little by way of novelty)

• rather the transition is pushed by externalities
– so strong emphasis on policy
– and argument that future is discontinuous from history

Now, end users (us) express only weak demand
for a future low carbon transition



Can disruptive innovations help 
stimulate end-user demand
for a low carbon transition?
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Disruptive innovation is a widely and over-used 
term … originally developed by Christensen



Disruptive innovation is about users and 
markets … not technological advances
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radical

incremental

sustaining
(not disruptive)



Christensen, C. (1997). The Innovator’s Dilemma. Harvard Business Review Press: Cambridge, MA.

Sustaining innovations improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes to 
users … so change prevailing practices

“There is no reason for any 
individual to have a computer
in his home”
1977, CEO, Digital Equipment Corp.

power -
speed -

storage -
low cost per MB -

portability -
versatility -

codeability -
low cost per unit -
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Sustaining innovations improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes to 
users … so change prevailing practices

Christensen, C. (1997). The Innovator’s Dilemma. Harvard Business Review Press: Cambridge, MA.

bigger, safer cars (e.g., GM)

smaller, reliable cars (e.g., Honda)

giant Xerox copy machines

desktop photocopiers

no-frills airlines

national airline carriers

Harleys

small, off-road motorbikes



regulatory ∆

Disruptive innovation in management studies 
focuses on firms and business models

technology ∆

business model ∆

new attributes

new value

disruptive 
innovation

users ∆

incumbentsmarket response

user response

firms ∆



Energy incumbents include utilities with 
centralised assets caught in a ‘death spiral’ (?)

Source: Z. Smati, LS Power. Taken from: V. Rai (2016). Global Energy Transitions: 
The Ongoing Transition in Electricity. IBM Global Energy and Utilities Industry 
Conference (GIUNC 2016). Gurgaon, India.

Coal:

Caught in the EU Utility 

June 2015

Initiative

arbon Tracker

Death Spiral

Disruptive Challenges:
Financial Implications and Strategic  
Responses to a Changing Retail  
Electric Business

Prepared by:  Peter Kind
 Energy Infrastructure Advocates

Prepared for:  Edison Electric Institute

January 2013

“competition at the edge of the grid”
Navigant (2016)
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regulatory ∆

Can disruptive innovation also mitigate climate 
change? (as a system outcome)

technology ∆

business model ∆

new attributes

new value

disruptive 
innovation

users ∆

incumbentsmarket response

user response
∆CO2

firms ∆



Low C innovations              . . . . . ?

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Where do disruptive innovations and low 
carbon innovations meet?



Sustaining low C innovations improve currently valued attributes

Many low carbon innovations compete on 
attributes already valued by mainstream users



Potential disruption to modes of personal 
mobility offer alternatives to car ownership

ownership -
upfront cost -

independence -
status, identity -

usage-based -
care-free -
relational -

choice variety -

Disruptive low C innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Sustaining low C innovations improve currently valued attributes

varies across adopters *



regulatory ∆

- priority access 
(roads or parking) 
- liability
- road planning

Disruptive low C innovation:
e.g., car sharing networks

technology ∆
- IT platform

- location
- usage

- dedicated parking

business model ∆
- pay-per-use
- fleet maintenance
- new vehicle tests
- marketing

new attributes
- usage-based
- care-free
- relational
- choice variety

new value
- membership + 
usage charges
- user feedback
- usage data

disruptive 
innovation

individuals ∆
- urban 
irregulars
- foregone 
ownership (?)

firms ∆
- automakers
- communities
- workplaces

incumbents
- automakers
- salesrooms

market response

user response
∆CO2
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low	carbon	innovation incumbent

telecommuting mobility
videoconferencing,	VR teleconferencing,	mobility
car-free	communities automobility
disappearing	traffic automobility
sufficiency,	localism mobility

e-bikes bikes,	motorbikes,	cars
neighbourhood	EVs walking,	bikes,	transit

active	modes car	or	transit	use
modal	shift car	use

car	clubs,	car	sharing car	ownership
efficient	ICEs,	hybrid	EVs conventional	ICEs

EVs	+	grid	services conventional	ICEs
autonomous	vehicles conventional	ICEs

alternative	
vehicle	tech.

structural	
alternatives	or	
constraints

alternative	
travel	modes

Potentially low carbon innovations with 
disruptive effects on car ownership & use



over-performance on attributes 
valued in mainstream market
(speed, features, efficiency)

disruptive sustaining

Tesla Model S (sportscar) EV
>$80,000

Neighbourhood EV
$5,000

different set of attributes
valued in under-served markets 

(teenagers, elderly, communities)

Christensen’s disruptive innovations are usually 
low tech (and at low end of market)



car	
clubs	

EVs	

autonomous	Vs	

e-bikes	

NEVs	

telecommute	 VR	

car-free	
living	

disappearing	
traffic	

sufficiency	

efficient	Vs	

modal	
shi=	

ac>ve	modes	

mobility:	disrup)ve	innova)ons	
NOVEL	ATTRIBUTES	

CURRENTLY	VALUED	ATTRIBUTES	

LO
W
	T
EC

H	
HIGH	TECH	

EVs and autonomous vehicles are headline 
disruptors … but aren’t (strictly) disruptive

strict
disruptiveness:

novel attributes
AND

low tech

relaxed
disruptiveness:

novel attributes



Different disruptive low carbon innovations 
offer common attributes of appeal to end users

cross-cutting attributes:
• choice variety
• relational
• control
• active (doing)

low	carbon	innovation

telecommuting
videoconferencing,	VR
car-free	communities
disappearing	traffic
sufficiency,	localism

e-bikes
neighbourhood	EVs

active	modes

structural	
alternatives	or	
constraints

alternative	
travel	modes

service-
based

choice	
variety

rela-
tional control

auto-
nomy

active	
(doing) clean

time	
saving

car	clubs,	car	sharingalternative	
vehicle	tech. autonomous	vehicles
alternative	
vehicle	tech.
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Impact on emissions = how soon + how many + 
what’s displaced? (against a dynamic baseline)

disruptive AND close to market AND large impact on emissions
• car clubs … e-bikes … (and active modes)



cheap, easy to use, reliable

disruptive disruptive

electric bike
<$500

Neighbourhood EV
<$5,000

cheap, easy to use, reliable

Christensen’s disruptive innovations appeal to 
non-users or over-supplied users (low end)

substituting for … ?
• active travel modes (walking, cycling) & transit
• motorbikes
• cars



Disruptive innovations may be unambiguous for 
energy development … but not for low carbon
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There are different ways of interpreting 
disruptive low carbon innovations (dLCIs)

• novel application of knowledge

• initially attractive in a market niche
then performance improves (learning)

• displaces C-intensive goods & services
so reduces emissions (if adopted at scale)

• disrupts mainstream markets, firms & regulations

• combines tech. & business model innovations

• offers novel attributes to end users

• appeals to low-end price-sensitive users or non-users

• simpler, low-tech alternatives to over-performing 
mainstream goods & services

any
LCIs

relaxed  
dLCIs

strict
dLCIs

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✖ ✔ ✔

✖ ✔ ✔

✖ (✔) ✔

✖ ✖ ✔

✖ ✖ ✔



1. Disruptive innovation theory is interested in firms and 
markets not system outcomes (like emissions)

2. Novel attributes for end users is a useful way of 
exploring prospects for appeal of low carbon innovation

3. Common attributes of different disruptive low carbon 
innovations are potential basis for concerted user-pull

4. Many next steps: including early adopters, diffusion

Conclusions
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Additional Slides



McKinsey Global Institute. Energy = innovation: 10 disruptive technologies. Summer 2012.



Disruption combines product (or service) 
innovations with business model innovations

technology ∆

business model ∆

new attributes

new value

disruptive 
innovation

users ∆

market response

user response

firms ∆





personal
mobility

domestic
comfort

consumer 
products

end-use 
products or 
services 

sustaining
low carbon 
innovations

disruptive
low carbon 
innovations

ownership, cost, 
independence, status

usage-based, relational, 
time-saving

car 
clubs

telecommuting 
(VR?!)

car free 
communities

hybrid 
electric 
vehicles

valued attributes
(current mass market)

novel attributes
(new users)

improved 
engine 

efficiency

affordability, reliability, 
convenience, passive user

energy 
efficient 

renovations

grid-
integrated 

renewables

control, independence, 
automation, active user

smart 
homes

PV + storage 
+ DSR

net zero 
energy homes

cost, availability, 
ownership, status

environmental 
products (inc. organic, 
local, energy efficient)

reuse 
networks

usage-based, relational, 
choice variety

3d printing

peer-to-
peer



Potential disruption to domestic living offer 
alternatives to homes-as-castles

ownership -
cost -

efficiency -
having -

control -
autonomy -
relational -

doing -

Disruptive low C innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Sustaining low C innovations improve currently valued attributes



regulatory ∆

- retail pricing
- grid access
- supply licences

Disruptive low C innovation:
e.g., distributed PV + storage + trading

technology ∆
- distributed PV
- batteries
- digital control

business model ∆
- peak constraints
- foregone capacity
- wholesale < retail

new attributes
- control
- autonomy
- active, ‘doing’

new value
- ToU pricing
- capacity charge
- avoid retail costs

disruptive 
innovation

households ∆
- producers & 
traders
- utility & grid 
defections

firms ∆
- aggregators
-
intermediaries
- data analytics 
(inc., ESCOs)

incumbents
- utilities
- grid operators

market response

user response
∆CO2



Utilities face increased competition at ‘the edge 
of the grid’

Source: Navigant (2016). Navigating the Energy Transformation: Building a Competitive Advantage for Energy 
Cloud 2.0. 



Historical energy transitions: As incomes rise, 
consumption of energy services rises

Fouquet, R. (2014). "Long-Run Demand for Energy Services: Income and Price Elasticities over Two Hundred 
Years." Review of Environmental Economics and Policy 8(2): 186-207.
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following declining trends (for almost 100 years), unit elasticity was eventually 

reached (well into the twentieth century). Also, income elasticities at high levels of 

per capita income (i.e., in the twenty-first century) are significantly different from 

zero.  
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Source: Fouquet (2012); Author s own estimates
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F igure 4. Income E lasticities (Top) and Price E lasticities (Bottom) of Demand for 
Energy Services, 1800-2010  
 

Comparing different energy services, the peak was earliest for heating9, then for 

transport and then lighting. This could be due to priorities of wants, as income 

increases, implying that basic energy services, such as cooking and heating take 

precedence in a poor household´s basket of goods and services over transport and 

lighting. When transport income elasticity was peaking, the heating income elasticity 

was approaching unity. Similarly, unit income elasticity was reached in the same 

order: heating, transport and lighting E supporting this prioritisation. Also, the peak 

was substantially higher for lighting than for transport, which was higher than for 

                                                 
9. For heating, although the timing of the peak cannot be identified, because annual data on domestic 
coal consumption is not available before 1830, it was clearly before 1830, but probably not much 
earlier. In the eighteenth century, elasticities were lower (see Table 2).    

10 R. Fouquet / Energy Research & Social Science 22 (2016) 7–12

Fig. 3. Income and Price Elasticities of Demand for Energy Services, 1800–2010.

However, energy consumption is driven by the price of energy
services, the demand for energy services and the shifts in this
demand, resulting from changes in income, in particular [20]. This
implies that the impact on energy transitions on energy consump-
tion depends, to a large extent, on the decline in the price of energy
services (i.e. often, the combination of the price of energy and the
improvements in energy efficiency) and the income and price elas-
ticities of demand for these energy services. Since there is evidence
that income elasticities have followed an inverse U-shape curve
and price elasticities have followed a U-shape curve with economic
development (see Fig. 3), the scale of the increase in energy con-
sumption following an energy transition depends considerably on
the level of economic development.

Indeed, income and price elasticities were very high (in abso-
lute terms) in the United Kingdom at the end of the nineteenth
century and in the first half of the twentieth century (See Fig. 3).
As a result, energy transitions fed through into large increases in
energy consumption. In other currently industrialised economies,
which developed twenty to fifty years after the United Kingdom,
may  well have experienced peaks in elasticities between the 1920s
and 1960s, and, therefore, the increase in consumption follow-
ing energy transitions would have been greatest in this period.
Today, with substantially lower elasticities, energy transitions
would have less impact on consumption. For currently industri-
alising economies, their elasticities may  be peaking today [18,57].
As a result, present or near future energy transitions would through
into rapidly greater consumption in industrialising economies.

One caveat related to the declining impacts of energy transi-
tions is if the new technology offers new characteristics, altering
the value of the service to the consumer. For instance, gas central
heating radically altered residential energy consumption. Similarly,
the steam locomotive greatly changed conceptions of mobility,
space, and time [49] – arguably, without railways, and perhaps the
telegraph, Albert Einstein may  not have developed his theory of rel-
ativity [23]. Equally, driving a car rather than taking a bus allowed
for greater flexibility and privacy of transport services, with major
impacts on urbanisation and society [44]. As a result, the energy and
technological transition led to increases in demand (and rises in the
income elasticity of demand), thus, meaning that energy consump-
tion increased substantially, despite being at relatively high levels
of economic development. Looking forward, it is possible to imag-
ine that the diffusion of driver-less cars (although not necessarily
related to an energy substitution, has been associated with elec-
tric vehicles) may  have a significant impact on the consumption
of passenger transport services and, therefore, on overall energy
consumption.

6. Impacts of energy transitions: transformation and
inequality

Energy technologies and sources are central to economic pro-
duction and the consumption of energy services, such as heating,
power, transport and lighting. In addition to the changes in energy
consumption following energy transitions, there is also some evi-
dence that energy transitions have also transformed production
processes. These have often altered social structures which may
have put new pressures on political systems. Thus, while appre-
ciating the role of many other factors at play, energy transitions
can be seen as catalysts for certain economic, social and political
transformations.

For instance, the introduction of steam engines offered addi-
tional flexibility to the geography of industrial activities. Power was
no longer limited to being close to a source of running water, which
provided the main source of power for major industrial activities,
such as textile manufacturing. In addition, steam engines were less
intermittent than hydropower. As a result, steam engines could
spread across the whole country and be used all year [13]. In turn,
the introduction of steam engines in the nineteenth altered the role
of workers [31]. Finally, the growth in production associated with
steam engines generated a huge increase in the demand for labour
and led to a rural exodus towards the cities [1].

Similarly, the shift from steam engines to electricity enabled a
much more flexible and decentralised production process. As elec-
trification of industrial activity intensified, it led to major changes in
the production process itself. Before, a factory was designed around
a single power source. A large waterwheel or a steam engine pro-
vided the power down a long line of machines. Initially, the electric
motors that replaced steam engines followed this design. How-
ever, large energy savings could be achieved if a series of motors
each powered only a few machines. It became appropriate to fit
each machine with its own  motor. This shift reduced the amount
of energy required for the power generated and allowed greater
flexibility in the production process [11].

Another issue to consider is the inequality associated with
energy transitions. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
as new energy sources and technologies were introduced (such as
gas and electricity, as well as railways), large shares of the popula-
tion were left on the margins of these revolutions for decades [10].
Only later, did energy and energy service companies provide access
to poorer populations, often due to the pressure of government. The
growth of the provision of third class railway services waited until
the introduction of the Cheap Train Act of 1886 [38]. The provision
of the prepayment devices to enable poorer households to use gas
lighting (without them needing to invest in the capital investment)
had to wait until gas companies’ market shares were threatened by
the development of electric lighting [21].

A key problem in present-day developing economies is provid-
ing universal access to energy services to poorer members of society
[34,37]. Historical experiences of the unequal access to energy ser-
vices and policies to meet a large latent demand have not been
properly understood, and they are likely to be of great relevance to
present-day developing countries, with large shares of the popula-
tion at the margins of the energy service revolutions.

7. Transitions to low polluting energy sources

Throughout history, citizens have been harmed by environmen-
tal problems resulting from fuel combustion. For example, Fouquet
[16] shows that, after a period of declining coal prices and soaring
consumption of energy services and, thus, of coal, which fuelled
the First and part of the Second Industrial Revolution, the nine-
teenth century British firms and households were externalising the

China
$8000

India
$1600



Can disruptive innovations help 
stimulate end-user demand
for a low carbon transition?


